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If the random numbers are saved for a long period of time, the entropy sample is cached to improve
the performance of the RDRAND routine. For the RDRAND operation to work, the DRBG should

generate completely random numbers using a cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit generator
(CSPRNG) that uses an externally stored seed. The seed can either be a true random number

generator or an unpredictable sequence of bits produced by a CSPRNG (cryptographically secure
pseudorandom number generator) such as the CSPRNG in Cryptography Algorithms. This key

generation procedure can be implemented with PRNG, however, it is recommended to use a CSPRNG
and to supply the seed directly through this CSPRNG. Other alternative options can be found in the

Secure Key Extraction method presented in the Best Practices content of this solution. Once the
current 32-bit value is retrieved, the entropy can be updated to build a new random number

generator state. If the entropy has not reached a state that is suitable for updating the random
number generator state, the entropy is left at the current 32-bit value. The number of seeds can also
be chosen based on system characteristics. For example, many servers are connected to a network
and do not have a local store of random entropy. The server will need to be connected to a central
source of random entropy to seed the CSPRNG. Also, some servers have strong hardware on-board
random entropy sources such as a true random number generator or a hardware random number

generator. In these cases, a shorter seed could provide more random numbers than a more complex
seed. Having a larger number of seeds means that the DRBG will take less time to seed the CSPRNG.
If a large number of seeds is used, a larger entropy sample must be used to maintain compatibility

with current and future CSPRNGs. For CSPRNGs that have 128 bits of entropy, a 32-bit seed is
sufficient.
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the drng can be reset on a per-sample basis by calling the rdrand function. on processors supporting
intel hardware rng (hwrng), this is performed by calling the rdrand function; on other platforms, this
is performed by calling the ps/2 random number generator. a random number generator generates

random values and is a component of a cryptographic module. a random number generator is a
specialized processor that outputs random numbers. the random number generator can be

programmed to output an unlimited number of random numbers. most random number generators
have a minimum number of bits that are needed to output a random number. the random number
generator is seeded with a specific value, usually a 128-bit value. the random number generator's

output is unpredictable to anyone other than the program that seeding the random number
generator. the drng module is a hardware component of an intel processor, and is not a software

component. the drng uses the random number generator (rng) to provide the entropy for the
entropy sources. the rng is initialized by the initial seed value. the rng is designed to output an
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unlimited number of 128-bit random numbers in a single operation. the rng is unpredictable to
anyone other than the program that seeded the rng with a specific value. the default group currency
delivered with the sap best practices content is usd. if you want to use another currency, adapt the
setting directly in solution builder before beginning with the content activation. once the activation
of the first solution starts there is no way you can change the group currency. you change the value
in the corresponding test data container in solution builder (/n/smb/cd_maint) as per the procedure

given in the administration guide. 5ec8ef588b
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